Postural inflexibility in parkinsonian subjects.
In order to identify the types of postural deficits seen in parkinsonian patients with postural instability, we compared the performance of parkinsonian subjects with young and old control subjects in 3 aspects of postural control: (1) the use of sensory information for postural orientation, (2) the coordination of postural movement patterns in response to surface displacements, and (3) the flexible modification of postural response patterns to changes in support conditions. Parkinsonian subjects had very small sway, even under altered sensory conditions. Postural response latencies to displacements were also normal. Postural instability was associated with abnormal patterns of postural responses including excessive antagonist activity and inflexibility in adapting to changing support conditions. Some parkinsonian subjects appeared to have difficulty sequencing motor programs for postural correction. The parkinsonian subjects appeared stiffer since the rate-of-change of sway in response to displacements was reduced. Levodopa improved postural coordination but not the flexible adaptation to changing support conditions.